
Subscription License Addendum Agreement 

/n software Red Carpet Subscription 

This Subscription License Addendum Agreement ("Addendum") is attached to and made a part of 

the individual product Software License ("Agreement") which you accepted, or will accept, as a part 

of the download and installation process of the Licensed Software. All statements made in this 

Addendum supersede any conflicting statement or statements that may be found in the original 

Agreement. All terms used in this Addendum have the same meanings and are used in the same way 

as in the Agreement.  

This Agreement applies to the products ("Licensed Software") contained in the /n software Red 

Carpet Subscription package only if they are sold as a Single Developer Subscription Package 

("Subscription"). This Agreement does not apply to products sold individually.  

The right to use the Licensed Software has been conveyed to you pursuant to a Licensing Agreement 

between you, the undersigned, and /n software. The Subscription entitles you to any product that is 

released and obtained within the duration of the Subscription, for the environments supported by 

that Subscription.  

Each Subscription is licensed to a single developer. A single developer may install, use, and display a 

copy of the Licensed Software on any computer used exclusively by the developer that the 

Subscription is licensed to, and any statement in the Agreement that refers to not having the 

Licensed Software "resident on more than one computer" shall be deemed to refer to any computer 

used exclusively by the same developer.  

Any included products that are designated as Royalty-Free may be distributed according to the 

corresponding section in the Licensing Agreement accompanying the product. Other products in the 

subscription may only be used for development, testing, and demonstration purposes. If a 

deployment license is offered with a particular license, deployment must be limited to a single 

server. Under no circumstances should products that are not designated as Royalty-Free or 

accompanied by a deployment license be used in a live production environment. Separate licenses 

must be purchased for any installations of such products.  

/n software will consent to the transfer of the Agreement for the Licensed Software upon 

notification to /n software using the appropriate notification channels.  

Any updates or upgrades to the Licensed Software released by /n software during the term of your 

Subscription shall entitle you to receive all product updates, upgrades and newly released products 

obtained throughout the term of your Subscription. After your Subscription expires, you can 

continue using the components that were obtained during the subscription period indefinitely, 

including developing and distributing applications. After expiration, you will not be able to download 

new subscription updates, receive new products or new version releases, or obtain license 

information until your Subscription is renewed.  

Except as specifically set forth in this Addendum, the Agreement shall continue in full force and 

effect. Your downloading, installing, or using the Software License indicates your agreement that the 

Agreement, as modified by this Addendum, will govern your usage of the Software License. 


